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Aprominent but transient authigenic carbonate
sink may also help explain carbon isotope varia-
tions in the Paleozoic (8, 35) and Early Triassic
(36). In the Triassic, for example, there is evidence
for widespread anoxia in intermediate waters (37),
fluctuating d13Ccarb values (–2 to +8‰), and gra-
dients in the d13Ccarb values with depth, often with
d13C values on the slope 2 to 3‰ lighter than
those on the shelf (38). We view the Early Triassic
as a candidate for a period of sustained, high au-
thigenic carbonate formation, like much of the
Neoproterozoic (23). The fluctuations could be
produced either from a change in the global
amount of authigenic carbonate (category 1) or
by migration in the zone of authigenic carbon-
ate (category 2). In the Early Cambrian, similar
fluctuations in the authigenic carbonate sinkmight
have resulted from more modest variations in sur-
face redox or evolutionary leaps such as the bio-
logical irrigation of sediments.

The recognition of authigenic carbonate in the
sedimentary record presents a challenge for car-
bon isotope stratigraphy because it allows for
local variations in d13Ccarb produced by the ad-
dition of a substantial authigenic component after
burial. Until there is a clear way to quantify the
amount of marine carbonate precipitated in the
water column relative to authigenic carbonate pre-
cipitated in sediments, questions about the fidelity
of chronostratigraphic correlations will remain.
Authigenic events are likely to be broadly cor-
relative owing to global changes in surface redox
conditions, surface saturation state, and/or eustatic
sea level, all of which might drive a migration of
the zone of authigenesis or a change in the amount
of authigenic precipitation, but detailed correla-
tions at finer scales may prove less reliable.

Including a third major sink for carbon in sed-
imentary reservoirs does not sever the connection
between d13Ccarb and the redox evolution of the
Earth surface, but it does imply a more complex
relationship. Rather than massive changes in at-
mospheric O2 and CO2, our framework explains
the large variations in d13Ccarb in terms of changes
in the amount of authigenic carbonate driven per-
haps by small changes in atmospheric O2 but po-
tentially also by changes in the other redox budgets
(SO4 and Fe), in the strength or even existence of
a lysocline, or in the focusing of organic carbon
burial in different sedimentary environments.With
this new framework, the challenge remains to use
the geologic record to understand the driving forces
and events that have shaped Earth’s surface.
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Variable Clonal Repopulation
Dynamics Influence Chemotherapy
Response in Colorectal Cancer
Antonija Kreso,1,2* Catherine A. O’Brien,1,3* Peter van Galen,1 Olga I. Gan,1 Faiyaz Notta,1,2
Andrew M. K. Brown,4 Karen Ng,4 Jing Ma,5 Erno Wienholds,1 Cyrille Dunant,6 Aaron Pollett,7
Steven Gallinger,8 John McPherson,4 Charles G. Mullighan,5 Darryl Shibata,9 John E. Dick1,2†

Intratumoral heterogeneity arises through the evolution of genetically diverse subclones during tumor
progression. However, it remains unknown whether cells within single genetic clones are functionally
equivalent. By combining DNA copy number alteration (CNA) profiling, sequencing, and lentiviral lineage
tracking, we followed the repopulation dynamics of 150 single lentivirus-marked lineages from 10 human
colorectal cancers through serial xenograft passages in mice. CNA and mutational analysis distinguished
individual clones and showed that clones remained stable upon serial transplantation. Despite this
stability, the proliferation, persistence, and chemotherapy tolerance of lentivirally marked lineages were
variable within each clone. Chemotherapy promoted the dominance of previously minor or dormant
lineages. Thus, apart from genetic diversity, tumor cells display inherent functional variability in tumor
propagation potential, which contributes to both cancer growth and therapy tolerance.

Cancer is sustained by production of aberrant
cells that vary in manymorphological and
physiological properties. This cellular diver-

sity remains amajor challenge to our understanding
of the neoplastic process and therapeutic resistance.
Genetic and nongenetic processes can generate het-
erogeneity; however, the degree of coordination
between these mechanisms and their relative con-
tribution to tumor propagation remains unresolved.

Tumor cell diversity can arise through accrued
genetic changes (1) that result in single tumors
composed of many subclones that develop through
complex evolutionary trajectories (2, 3). As well,
tumors contain genetic subclones that vary with
respect to differential growth in xenograft assays
(4–6), recurrence (7), and metastatic potential
(8, 9). Likewise, resistance to cancer therapies
can arise through genetic mutations (10, 11).
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These and other studies substantiate the widely
accepted view that tumors comprise genetically
diverse subclones, some of which survive therapy
and contribute to disease recurrence.

In the absence of differences at the level of
geneticmutation, heterogeneitywithin a population
of tumor cells can still exist, but the mechanisms
remain incompletely understood. For example,
the bidirectional interaction between tumor cells
and the microenvironment can influence tumor
phenotype (12). Other processes have also been
proposed, including interconvertible activation
of Rac and Rho guanosine triphosphatases (13),
metastable configurations of intracellular net-
works (14, 15), and altered epigenetic states (16).
These studies collectively indicate that in appar-
ently homogeneous in vitro environments, cells
of the same genotype can exist in different states
that influence their behavior (17). The detection
of in vitro cellular diversity, which is not coupled
to genetic diversity, underscores the need to inves-
tigate the extent of intraclonal functional hetero-
geneity in vivo and in primary human cancers.

Arguably the most important function of any
cancer clone is tomaintain long-term tumor propa-
gation. For many tumors, only a minority of cells
are able to sustain tumor growth, although such
cells can constitute the majority of tumor cells for
some cancer types (18, 19).Whether these cells are
part of one genetic clone or are derived from dis-
tinct genetic subclones remains to be determined.
Moreover, whether tumor-propagating cells of a
single genetic clone are all equivalent or whether
there is functional variability among individual tu-
mor cells is uncertain. Addressing these questions
requires genetic analyses combinedwith functional
assays that measure tumor propagation at the resolu-
tion of individual clones derived from single cells.

Clonal stability is maintained through serial
tumor transplantation. To explore the relative
contribution of genetic and nongenetic mecha-
nisms to the functional heterogeneity of single
human cancer cells that are capable of long-term
clonal propagation, we used an in vivo xeno-
transplantation assay. The fates of single cell–
derived lineages were tracked from 10 primary
human colorectal cancers (CRCs; table S1). To
facilitate clonal tracking, we transduced patient-

derived CRC cells with a green fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP)–expressing lentivirus and injected
the cells into the renal capsule of immunode-
ficient mice (supplementary text and tables S2
and S3). Transduced cells efficiently generated
xenografts, and GFP expression in the xeno-
grafts remained stable over serial transplantation
(figs. S1 and S2). The average time to palpable
tumor formation (99 T 18 days) was stable over
serial transplants (Fig. 1A), and xenografts main-
tained patient tumor characteristics (figs. S3
to S5). Genomic profiling of three patient tumors
and corresponding xenografts using copy num-
ber alteration (CNA) analysis (Fig. 1B, figs. S6
and S7, and table S4) and targeted deep sequenc-
ing of 660 mutational hotspots in 42 genes (Fig.
1C and tables S5 to S7) established that xeno-
grafts largely retained the genomic profile of the
primary tumor sample. Several CNAs and single-
nucleotide variants (SNVs) were enriched in pri-
mary 1° xenografts from some samples, consistent
with selection of a subclone from the patient tu-
mor. Genomic analysis of subsequent xenograft
transplants, encompassing 393 days (patient sam-
ple CT38), 341 days (CT54), and 261 days (CT59)
of total tumor growth, demonstrated that the ma-
jority of genomic lesions detected in 1° xenografts
were recapitulated upon serial passage (supple-
mentary text). Exome sequencing of CT38 and
its corresponding 1°, 2°, and 4° xenografts sup-
ported these findings (supplementary text, figs.
S8 and S9, and tables S8 to S11). Finally, anal-
ysis of methylation pattern diversity of patient
tumors and their corresponding xenografts indi-
cated that population diversity was maintained
over serial passage (supplementary text and fig.
S10). Collectively, these data indicate that the CRC
clones that are selected in the xenograft remain
stable over sequential transplantation.

Variation in clonal dynamics of CRC cells. To
evaluate the repopulation kinetics ofmultiple single
cell–derived clones within a primary human tu-
mor, we used lentiviral marking to track the prog-
eny of single CRC cells (henceforth termed “LV
clones” to distinguish them from genetic clones)
over serial xenografts. To facilitate qualitative and
quantitative characterization, we developed a sys-
tem for establishing clonal identity and then clas-
sifying clonal behavior according to persistence,
absence, or emergence across multiple recipients
(see supplementary text). Rather than relying on
the polymerase chain reaction, our detection strat-
egy focused on the identification of LV clones
that possessed robust clonal expansion capacity.

We observed five distinct behaviors. LV clones
that were present in all serial transplants were
termed type I or persistent clones (Fig. 2A, purple
arrowhead). LV clones that did not persist but
exhausted before reaching the final passage had
less potent tumor-propagating ability relative to
type I clones; these were termed type II or short-
term clones (Fig. 2A, blue arrowhead). Finally, we
observed LV clones that lacked tumor-propagating
ability because they were only detected in the 1°
recipient and were not detected in 2° and subse-

quent recipients (Fig. 2A, green arrowhead); these
were termed type III or transient clones. In 10
patient samples, out of a total of 150marked clones,
we tracked 34 type I, 33 type II, and 31 type III
clones (Fig. 2B), which suggests that there is
substantial functional diversity with respect to
clonal longevity in successive tumor transplants.

In addition to heterogeneity in longevity, we
also observed dynamic behaviors in 34 of the 150
marked clones. These LV clones were initially
below detection limits (approximately 104 cells/
tumor) in the 1° recipients but could be identified
at later transplants (Fig. 2A, red arrowhead). Be-
cause the xenograft assay monitors the output of
“active” CRC cells, these type IV or resting LV
clones were likely produced by CRC cells that
initially were dormant or slowly proliferated but
became activated in later transplants, resulting in
the generation of a measurable clone. Finally, LV
cloneswhose progeny appeared early, then became
undetectable in a subsequent transplant, only to
reappear at a later time point (Fig. 2A, orange ar-
rowhead) were termed typeVor fluctuating clones.
Such LV clones displayed extensive but intermit-
tent proliferation distinct from the continuous
rapid proliferation of type I clones; we observed 18
examples of typeV clones (Fig. 2B). Overall, these
results show that not all CRC cells with the po-
tential for tumor propagation actually function and
contribute to tumor growth at any given time. Such
cells can become activated at later time points.

It is noteworthy that LV clones can remain
undetected for 2 to 4 months while being diluted
by a factor of >100 during consecutive trans-
plants and then recur to dominate tumor growth
(supplementary text and fig. S11). Whereas
random growth dynamics would predict dilution
of minor LV clones over multiple transplants, the
frequent detection of type IV and V clones in-
dicates that the behaviors we observe cannot be
solely attributed to dilution over time or sto-
chasticity in LV clonal behaviors. Further, math-
ematical modeling also predicted that LV clonal
emergence correlates with changes in tumor struc-
ture and that newly appearing clones are function-
ally distinct from active clones, although it did
raise uncertainty as to whether types I, II, and III
are distinct or whether stochastic processes related
to the transplantation method may contribute to
clonal loss (supplementary text and fig. S12). The
distinct proliferative kinetics of the five LV clonal
behaviors we observed underscore the functional
variability of individual cells (Fig. 2C). Each LV
clone type was identified in four or more patient
samples (Fig. 2D and fig. S13), establishing that
the varied clonal behaviors are reproducibly found
in primary CRC from a spectrum of patients.
Given the absence of accompanying changes in
CNAs and SNVs with serial transplantation, our
data provide evidence for functional heterogeneity
between individual tumor-propagating cells that
share a common genetic lineage.

The genetic analysis across xenografts was
carried out on bulk tumor cell populations, where
clonal marking tracked the functional behavior
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of single cells. The experimental design of ge-
nomically analyzing bulk tumor does not directly
evaluate the genomic properties of each indi-
vidual functionally distinct LV clone type that
is present. To directly compare the genomes of
distinct LV clone types from an individual tumor,
we used a limiting dilution approach to isolate
different LV clones and used deep sequencing of
mutational hotspots to compare their mutational
load. We compared the mutational hotspots be-
tween tumors generated by a type I and type V
clone from CT38 and a type I and type II clone
from CT59. For CT38, a linear correlation be-
tween the SNV frequencies of the type I– and
type V–derived tumors was seen (fig. S14A and
table S12). Likewise, for CT59, type I– and type

II–derived tumors also demonstrated similar SNV
frequencies in all analyzed SNVs, including the
nine somatically acquired SNVs (fig. S14B and
table S13). Thus, for both CT38 and CT59, the
frequency of analyzed hotspot mutations was con-
gruent between tumors generated by single LV
clones, which were derived from distinct clone
types (type I and V for CT38; type I and II for
CT59). Analyzing tumors generated from single
cells enabled us to determine that distinct clone types
within a tumor sample share similar mutational
patterns as assessed by targeted sequencing. These
data, together with the CNA and targeted sequenc-
ing analysis of the bulk tumor, provide further
evidence for the existence of functionally dis-
tinct LV clones within a genetic lineage in CRC.

Variable response of LV clones to oxaliplatin.
The existence of functionally heterogeneous CRC
cells prompted us to investigate whether these
cells might also intrinsically differ in response to
therapy. We examined the effect of a commonly
used chemotherapy drug, oxaliplatin, on the dy-
namics of LV clones. We used established xeno-
grafts of five patient samples for which the LV
clone types had already been curated. In parallel
with the serial transplantation of untreated recip-
ient mice described above, three to five addi-
tional mice were transplanted with tumor cells
and systemically treated with oxaliplatin once tu-
mors were established, allowing assessment of
the effects of drug treatment on steady-state clo-
nal distribution (fig. S15A). Although oxaliplatin
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Fig. 1. Xenograft characterization. (A) Diagnostic tumor samples were transduced with a lentiviral
vector encoding GFP, and 5 × 104 to 2 × 105 viable cells were transplanted into immunodeficient
mice. Once tumors formed (1°), an equal number of cells was transplanted into the next passage.
Time to tumor formation from previous injection for each transplant is shown. Each point is the
mean of all recipients at the indicated passage. (B) DNA from diagnostic and matching 1°, 2°, 4°,
and 5° tumor transplants was profiled using Affymetrix SNP 6.0 arrays. Raw log2 ratios are shown
(median smoothing format; blue, deletion; white, normal; red, gain). (C) DNA from diagnostic and
xenograft derived tumors was sequenced using the RainDance platform. Frequency of both germ-
line (gray circles) and somatic variants (colored circles) is shown. Each circle represents data of one
xenograft-derived tumor as compared to the patient tumor sample; there are three or four xeno-
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generally >80% of cells are estimated to be tumor cells.
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treatment reduced tumor burden (figs. S15B and
S16A), there was no apparent change in the ab-
solute number of marked clones (fig. S15C), nor
were the proportions of clone types significantly
altered (figs. S15D and S17).

To determine whether treatment with oxali-
platin affected CRC cells with tumor propagation
capability, we serially transplanted equal num-
bers of viable cells from both the control and
treatment groups into secondary mice that were
left untreated. Across five patient samples, a total
of 60 secondary recipients were transplanted with
tumor cells from oxaliplatin-treated xenografts
(31 control and 29 oxaliplatin-treated). We ob-
served a reduction in tumor weight (Fig. 3A and
fig. S16B), as well as a trend toward a decrease in
the absolute number of clones (Fig. 3B), in un-

treated secondary recipients transplantedwith cells
from oxaliplatin-treated xenografts versus sham-
treated control cells; these results suggested that
drug treatment altered the growth properties of the
regrown tumor. For two samples (CT33 andCT57),
GFP-expressing tumor tissue was not detected in
the secondary recipients that were transplanted
with oxaliplatin-treated cells, which precluded
lentiviral insertion site analysis. For the remain-
ing three patient samples (CT17, CT38, andCT54),
major changes in the proportion of LV clone types
occurred in xenografts derived from the oxaliplatin-
treated group relative to control xenografts (Fig.
3C). The proportion of type I persistent clones was
reduced, whereas LV clones that were below the
detection limit in primary recipients appeared in
secondary recipients transplanted with oxaliplatin-

treated tumors (Fig. 3D; Fig. 3E, arrowheads to
the right). These newLV clones were classified as
type IV because they were not consistently de-
tected in control or oxaliplatin-treated tumors in
preceding mice. When considering the absolute
numbers of different LV clone types over the
complete set of secondary mice, 84 type I clones
were observed inmice transplantedwith untreated
control cells and 27 type I clones in mice trans-
planted with oxaliplatin-treated cells (Fig. 3D).
By contrast, 12 type IV clones were detected in
the control group versus 40 type IV clones in the
oxaliplatin-treated group. These data indicate
that the response of individual CRC cells to stan-
dard chemotherapy is markedly variable. Despite
eradication of some persistent LV clones, rest-
ing or slowly proliferating CRC cells can endure
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Fig. 2. Variation in repopulation potential of individual lentivirally-marked
CRC cells. (A) DNA from xenografts (one tumor per lane) of various transplants
(denoted by 1°, 2°,…, 5°) was analyzed using Southern blotting with a GFP
probe. Arrows above certain lanes indicate the tumor that was retransplanted
into the next set of mice. Colored arrowheads indicate representative exam-
ples of different lentivirally marked (LV) clone types. (B) Pie chart showing the
sum of each of the five LV clone types observed over all experiments. (C)
Schematic illustrating the different types of LV clonal behaviors. LV clones
were classified on the basis of detection in serial transplants; for example, a
type IV clone would be below the detection limit initially and come up in later

transplants. (D) Charts showing the proportion of LV clone types for each
patient sample, displayed as the averages of all mice per transplant. The
proportion of each LV clone type was determined in every recipient mouse by
dividing the number of times a particular LV clone type was observed by the
total number of LV clones detected in that mouse, thereby normalizing for
differential marking of samples. Next, the proportion of each LV clone type for
all recipients per transplant was averaged, including recipients for which LV
clones were not detected. Each bar is representative of the averaged data at a
transplant, and error bars indicate SEM between the tumors; n denotes the
number of tumors or recipients analyzed.
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oxaliplatin treatment and reinitiate tumor growth,
although such tumors are of smaller size. Inter-
estingly, mathematical modeling predicted that
the LV clonal landscape of post-treatment tumors
was distinct from that of untreated samples (sup-
plementary text and fig. S12).

To determine whether the altered clonal pat-
terns after oxaliplatin treatment were due to major
changes in genetic clones, we profiled DNA from
control and oxaliplatin-treated tumors by genome-
wide CNA analysis (Fig. 3F), targeted deep se-
quencing (Fig. 3G), and passenger methylation
analysis (fig. S10). The results indicated that the
CNAs, SNVs, andmethylation pattern diversity of
the oxaliplatin-treated group closely matched the
control recipients (supplementary text). The ab-
sence of a detectable bottleneck or selection for
novel genetic clones after chemotherapy treatment
indicates that therapeutic tolerance is not always
linked to the acquisition of new driver mutations.
Instead, variable tumor propagation behavior of
individual cells can represent a nongenetic deter-
minant of tumor growth after therapy.

Discussion. Our findings establish that indi-
vidual tumor cellswithin a uniformgenetic lineage
are functionally heterogeneous: They display ex-
tensive variation in growth dynamics, persistence
through serial transplantation, and response to
therapy. Not all functionally important cells con-
tribute continuously to tumor growth; some are
held in reserve, while others are able to oscillate
between periods of dormancy and activity. This
distinct intraclonal behavior affected response to
conventional chemotherapy; actively proliferating
progeny were preferentially eliminated, whereas
the relatively dormant CRC cells became domi-
nant during tumor reinitiation after chemotherapy.
The intraclonal diversity in single-cell functional
behavior of primary humanCRCcells in vivo has
the net effect of contributing to tumor growth
during both homeostasis and therapy response.

Most tumors are expected to consist of genet-
ically distinct subclones that contain different
growth characteristics and will therefore read out
differently in xenotransplantation assays (1). Sim-
ilar to publishedwork using CRC cells propagated
in immunodeficient mice (20), we expanded and
sequentially propagated CRC clones from differ-
ent patient samples that remained stable upon se-
rial transplantation, indicating that xenografting
does not select for a significantly different tumor
cell population betweenmultiple recipients at each
stage of serial transplant. Despite this stability, we
observed reproducible differences in the functional
fates of single marked CRC cells, indicating that
in vivo dynamics of lentivirally tracked CRC
clones are not driven by readily detectable ge-
nomic changes. This conclusion is supported by
the genetic concordance between functionally
distinct LV clone types within a single tumor iso-
lated by limiting dilution. Thus, in addition to the
widely accepted mechanism of tumor heterogene-
ity being driven by genetic diversity, other diversity-
generating processes exist within a genetic clone.
These processes endow cells with robust survival

Fig. 3. Variable response of marked clones to oxaliplatin. Mice were either treated with phosphate-
buffered saline (Ctrl) or oxaliplatin (OX) for 2 to 4 weeks and cells from these tumors were reinjected into
mice, which did not receive further treatment. Once new tumors formed (about 100 days after
reinjection), mice from both groups were killed and tumor weight was measured. (A) Previously OX-
treated tumor weights were normalized to Ctrl tumor weights; data were pooled from five patient samples
representing 31 Ctrl and 29 previously OX-treated samples. (B) Cumulative number of LV clones per
mouse after transplantation of OX-treated tumors. (C) The proportion of LV clone types in tumors that
were generated by reinjecting Ctrl and OX-treated tumors. LV clone types were assigned according to the
behavior of individual clones across all transplants over the entire experiment. Data are means T SEM of
pooled data from independent OX treatments using different patient samples; P values were calculated
using two-tailed t test. (D) Pie chart showing the number of times the LV clone types were observed,
represented as the sum of all experiments. (E) Southern blot showing the LV clonal makeup of tumors
generated by reinjecting tumor cells from OX-treated recipients. Representative data from three patient
samples are shown; solid arrowheads to the right of each experiment identify newly appearing LV clones
in the previously OX-treated tumors. Each lane represents the DNA of one mouse. For comparative
purposes, the Southern blot for CT38 Ctrl is the same as in Fig. 2A. (F and G) DNA from tumors that were
generated by reinjecting Ctrl or OX-treated samples was analyzed using CNA arrays (F) or targeted deep
sequencing (G). In (F), raw log2 ratio copy number data are shown in median-smoothing format (blue,
deletion; white, normal; red, gain). For comparative purposes, data for Ctrl in (F) and (G) are
reproductions of 4° (CT38) and 5° (CT54) transplants from Fig. 1, B and C.
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potential, especially during stress. The contribu-
tion of diversity-generating mechanisms such
as epigenetic regulation, noise in gene expression,
or variability in the microenvironment (21, 22)
may offer insight into CRC cell heterogeneity.

There is growing evidence of evolutionary
selection for diversity-generating mechanisms in
other disciplines, such as ecology (23, 24) and
microbiology (25–27). For example, genetically
homogeneous pools of single-cell prokaryotes
display heterogeneity, where a small portion of
cells naturally display drug resistance that is
not caused by genetic mutation or acquisition
of plasmids encoding antibiotic resistance genes.
Rather, this phenomenon is due to mechanisms
that reduce cell proliferation and induce a dor-
mant nondividing state (28). We consistently ob-
served a relatively dormant cell population in
CRC, which suggests that cancer cells may take
advantage of this “ancient” mechanism and use
dormancy as an adaptive strategy during times of
stress. We provide evidence for a relatively dor-
mant or slowly proliferating cell population in
primary human CRC cells that still retains potent
tumor propagation potential, thereby preferentially
driving tumor growth after chemotherapy. These
findings may provide a biological basis for re-
current and metastatic disease following standard-
of-care treatment (29). Our findings should focus
efforts to uncover the molecular mechanisms driv-
ing chemotherapeutic tolerance in CRC cells.

The often unstated assumption in considering
cellular response to stress is that cells react in a
uniform manner to the inducing signal, because
the classical techniques used bulk populations.
However, averaging data across millions of cells
has the effect of masking any heterogeneity that
might exist at the single-cell level. Such con-

ventions are changing asmethodological advances
(30) are fueling a surge of interest in the processes
governing cell-to-cell variability (14). By coupling
genetic analysis to functional tumor growth as-
says, we find that when cells are tracked at single-
cell resolutionwhile still being part of a population
of cancer cells, variable cellular behaviors can be
detected. These observations set a precedent for
future studies examining the basis of intraclonal
behavior of single cells, especially with respect to
tumor propagation and other functional properties.
In a broader sense, our findings reveal another layer
of complexity, beyond genetic diversity, that drives
the intratumoral heterogeneity of CRC. The pros-
pect of understanding how genetic and non-
genetic determinants interact to influence the
functional diversity and therapy response for oth-
er cancers should drive future cancer research.
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Gut Microbiomes of Malawian Twin
Pairs Discordant for Kwashiorkor
Michelle I. Smith,1* Tanya Yatsunenko,1* Mark J. Manary,2,3,4 Indi Trehan,2,3 Rajhab Mkakosya,5
Jiye Cheng,1 Andrew L. Kau,1 Stephen S. Rich,6 Patrick Concannon,6 Josyf C. Mychaleckyj,6
Jie Liu,7 Eric Houpt,7 Jia V. Li,8 Elaine Holmes,8 Jeremy Nicholson,8 Dan Knights,9,10†
Luke K. Ursell,11 Rob Knight,9,10,11,12 Jeffrey I. Gordon1‡
Kwashiorkor, an enigmatic form of severe acute malnutrition, is the consequence of inadequate
nutrient intake plus additional environmental insults. To investigate the role of the gut microbiome,
we studied 317 Malawian twin pairs during the first 3 years of life. During this time, half of the twin pairs
remained well nourished, whereas 43% became discordant, and 7% manifested concordance for acute
malnutrition. Both children in twin pairs discordant for kwashiorkor were treated with a peanut-based,
ready-to-use therapeutic food (RUTF). Time-series metagenomic studies revealed that RUTF produced a
transient maturation of metabolic functions in kwashiorkor gut microbiomes that regressed when
administration of RUTF was stopped. Previously frozen fecal communities from several discordant pairs
were each transplanted into gnotobiotic mice. The combination of Malawian diet and kwashiorkor
microbiome produced marked weight loss in recipient mice, accompanied by perturbations in amino acid,
carbohydrate, and intermediary metabolism that were only transiently ameliorated with RUTF. These
findings implicate the gut microbiome as a causal factor in kwashiorkor.

Malnutrition is the leading cause of child
mortality worldwide (1). Moderate acute
malnutrition (MAM) refers to simple

wasting with a weight-for-height z (WHZ) score
between two and three standard deviations below
the median defined by World Health Organiza-

tion (WHO) Child Growth Standards (2, 3). Se-
vere acute malnutrition (SAM) refers to either
marasmus, which is extreme wasting with WHZ
scores less than –3, or kwashiorkor, a virulent
form of SAMcharacterized by generalized edema,
hepatic steatosis, skin rashes and ulcerations, and
anorexia (4, 5). The cause of kwashiorkor remains
obscure. Speculation regarding its pathogenesis
has focused on inadequate protein intake and/or
excessive oxidative stress, but substantial evidence
to refute these hypotheses has come from epi-
demiologic surveys and clinical trials (6–9). Our
comparative metagenomic study of the gut micro-
biomes of 531 healthy infants, children, and adults
living in theUnited States, Venezuela, andMalawi
revealed a maturational program in which the
proportional representation of genes encoding
functions related to micro- and macronutrient bio-
synthesis and metabolism changes during postnatal
development (10). Together, these observations
give rise to the following testable hypotheses: (i)
The gut microbiome provides essential functions
needed for healthy postnatal growth and devel-
opment; (ii) disturbances in microbiome assem-
bly and function (for instance, those prompted by
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